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the parents change their domicil between the time of concep-
tion and of birth it is arguable that the father's lex domidlii at
the former time deserves consideration, especially where, as
opposed to the lex domidlii at birth, it recognizes the child as
legitimate.1 The interests of the child demand, it has been said,
that the recognition of his legitimacy in either domicil should
be decisive.2 There is no authority in point, but it is probable
that the English courts would regard the domicil at the time of
birth as decisive though it might possibly adopt the principle
P°sthu0™s °f the most favourable law. A somewhat analogous question
children arises in the case of a posthumous child, whose mother has
changed her domicil since the death of her husband. Is the
lex domidlii of the father at the time of his death or the lex
domidlii of mother at the time of the child's birth to determine
the question of legitimacy ? The latter is probably the correct
solution. The domicil or origin of a posthumous child is
generally that of his mother,3 and since his father is dead, the
question of his legitimacy concerns him and his mother alone.
Problem     Fourthly, the rule stated above4 allocates a question of
where birth legitimacy to the law of the domicil of origin. Principle requires
m lawful      0	/	&   .	. r       .   "1
wedlock that this personal law should apply exclusively, since it is the
d^nnf^only law competent to determine the status of the child.
legitimacy Nevertheless, if a case were to arise in which a child, though
tn domicil born jn jawfui wedlock, was for some reason not regarded as
born legitimate, as for example because he was not conceived
in lawful wedlock, it is probably a safe assumption that an
English court would be satisfied with the practically universal
test of birth in lawful wedlock. This break with principle might
be justified by the paramount importance of communicating
to the child the beneficial status of legitimacy if some rational
ground for doing so exists,
provisions It remains to add a few words upon the Legitimacy Act,
Legitimacy 1959> >m ,so &r as & introduces the doctrine of the putative
Act, 1959 marriage into England. The main provision is as follows:
Subject to the provisions of this section, the child of a void marriage,
whether born before or after the commencement of the Act, shall be
1	In Denmark the date of conception is apparently preferred to the date of
birth, Wolff, s. 3 59.
2	Taintor, 18 Canadian Bar Rfview, 596-7.
 3	There^ seems to be no English authority upon the domicil of a posthumous
child, but juristic opinion favours the view that it is the same as the mother's:
Westkke (7th ed.), s. 250; Dicey, p. 93; Nelson p. 19; Foote (jth ed.), p. 78.
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